
My intention here is just to put a few bones on the table for consideration - The interdependence 

of phenomena and the politics of this.

THE MASK OF FREEDOM

Most art work now is not made for commissions intended to glorify patrons, institutions or 

provide a visual window into the teachings of religion; the value of art tends to get seen as 

“independent” free expression arising from ‘free autonomous’ individuals, or at least this seems 

to be the prevailing story. What is the truth behind this? It could be argued that a dissident 

voice, one not completely subject to the increasingly ubiquitous monoculture of liberal free 

market economics is entirely necessary in this present era. However, I think we have to at least 

countenance the notion that much work is made consciously and unconsciously to the 

requirements of the art world which acts as a ‘Big Other’i, at worst offering validity like 

indulgences given by a medieval pope, having more to do with adaptation than a desire to enter 

into a collective field of discourse. It’s a highly problematic position made more difficult by the 

fact that it is largely unacknowledged one and this at a politically historic time when it is vital to 

have voices of difference! Part of contemporary practice involves challenging and changing the 

accepted forms of praxis, which is a good thing, our inheritance from the avant guarde of the 

twentieth century,ii but when these challenges and changes become focused and evaluated on 

considerations which are mainly located within art itself and not the world at large the focus 

needs to be changed if we want to move beyond merely affirming the ‘image of freedom’.

It has become clear to me that when students discover that they can ask questions and form 

new knowledgeiii about the problematic fields they encounter in life they are doing far more than 

affirming the image of freedom or making something which adapts to an image of art; there is a 

freedom and risk taking, but the question is freedom to do what? One answer could be to open 

out hidden relationships between people, things and the world we inhabit, to do this art needs to 

be an investigative phenomena; how then does art realise its potential to question and open out 

hidden relations? I would argue that this boils down to the creation of a corner where it is 

possible to think something different, to encounter relationships between things in a different 



way; an entirely necessary phenomena in any society that seeks to enfranchise as many as 

possible, it is to do with how we stop ourselves becoming automatons. This can't help but be a 

political question in its deepest sense, it’s not just something that can be seen on an individual 

level as the social conditions at any time will affect both how many people and how easy it is to 

take space to act and think in ways that aren't prescribed. But I'm running ahead a little here as 

I’m making the assumption that art is a form of thinking that may at times challenge and unmask 

human relationships and relationships with phenomena which are normally unquestioned and 

that art has the potential to do this. The image that we are free to question whatever we want is 

dear to the heart of liberal free market capitalism but perhaps it is only when we come up 

against real walls of resistance that real questions are being asked.  Spaces which mark 

themselves out for free expression, like art spaces, should perhaps arouse our suspicions much 

more than they do. Why? Because far too often, in the demarcation of an autonomous space we 

have the fiction that such a space is independent rather than interdependent. A Mirage of a 'safe' 

arena rather than space that is capable of taken on the hidden inter-dependencies that create 

reality. Real autonomy is a position in relation to other social relations which we are able to 

investigate unimpeded, it is neutralized when it is fetishized as an unquestioned image of 

freedom within narrow constraints which are unacknowledged. There is a need to challenge the 

paradigm in which art exists not for the sake of novelty and certainly not in an adaptive posture 

so that it matches an acceptable image but for the sake of the ability of art to function as a mode 

of investigative thought. This means the artist needs to also be a producer iv having a hand in 

shaping the culture which creates the interfaces between whom and what art acts. The shaping 

of culture is a collective act, we need to do it with others creating real discourse, it is this that 

can create the soil for new art.

If thought is able to travel and find ways to ask questions, different realities must be brought 

together but not in the fiction of a micro utopiav in a gallery or just planting the art in the street 

for that matter. In human society where human forces meet and shape natural ones social 

relationships will of course play their part. These affect social organisation, attitudes and relations 

to the material world and even the degree to which social relations are just taken for granted or 



seen as common sense, the main way things remain hiddenvi.

Often what is hidden is the interconnected web of human relations. This is always present in 

work even if it is the shaping of something to claim the time either consciously or unconsciously 

as one’s own. The doodles made in a boring meeting or the carving Herman Melville describes 

practiced by sailors on a waling ship.

With the same marvellous patience, and with the same single shark's tooth, of his one poor jack-

knife, he will carve you a bit of bone sculpture, not quite as workmanlike, but as close packed in  

its maziness of design, as the Greek savage, Achilles's shield; and full of barbaric spirit and  

suggestiveness, as the prints of that fine old Dutch savage, Albert Durer.

Moby Dick I-LXVII by Melville, Herman

I think to say this is ‘just’ to pass the time underestimates the potential of such activities which 

can be a way of reclaiming time as one’s own whilst under the conditions of wage labour. When I 

worked on the London underground you were sometimes given the job of ‘Leading Railman’, 

which meant ticket collector. This meant being shut in a cramped wooden ticket box for 8 hours 

at a time with half hour meal break, the booth was inscribed with graffiti and with many 

interesting drawings made by people during the course of their duties, a way of claiming time 

and the physical pleasure of shaping something in work time, most of us have been there I’m 

sure! I remember whilst I was in the box at London Bridge a friend of mine walked through who 

was a painter, I showed him the drawings and he said these people need to be given a place to 

work! More recently the artist David Collins did a very interesting survey and taxonomy of the 

‘carvings’ and inscriptions made into the surface of exam tables made by students whilst under 

exam conditions.vii But what often happens is we are conditioned to think of phenomena in 

isolation from the web of connections which go to form them be it a drawing or a table.

A table can be seen as a meeting of forces; physical and natural forces in the meeting of sunlight 

trees and ecosystems. But there is also the forest of human labour in all it antagonisms and 
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conflicting interests, the economic forces affecting the logger the social conditions that affect the 

carpenter designer and the zeitgeist and social significance that affect the design. Whether the 

legs are made to be exposed or covered is social like the forces of mass production.viii  There is a 

fetishistic magic in the coming together of phenomena that holds onto ‘thing’ likeness.  Marx lays 

bare the relations that create commodity fetishism but he warns that we may think a commodity 

is a simple thing but its not so easy to understand and he describes a table which takes on a life 

of its own and dances as a commodity.ix Unmasking the often unseen conglomerate of forces that 

make up phenomena can potentially lead to revolutionary change. What if we were to truly 

acknowledge the interdependence of all productions of social relations and culture?

-- 

Andrew Cooper
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